Enhancing
appearances

The maintenance of commercial buildings on
an ongoing basis enhances their appearance
and provides a more friendly and welcoming
premises for staff and visitors alike.

Whether your problem is small or sizeable,
simple or complex; the extensive range
of services we offer means Sentrex can
determine the right solution at the right price.

Our wide range of building maintenance
services includes painting and decorating,
workspace improvement, internal and
external repairs – and just about everything
in between! And if your site needs renovating,
we can offer the service to meet your
needs by assessing your requirements and
proposing a solution to suit your budget.

By delegating the responsibility for your
property maintenance to Sentrex, you can
spend your time concentrating on your
business’ core activities. Let us take control
of your building maintenance and our
experienced, well-trained, uniformed and
motivated staff will ensure your premises look
beautifully maintained at all times.
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Prevention is
better than cure

Very few things in life are certain but one thing you can count on is
that accidents will happen – and usually at the most inopportune
time. It’s impossible to avoid every problem but planned preventative
maintenance, such as our excellent drain cleaning contract, allows
clients to protect their property and business from unnecessary damage
and disruption.
Our service provider undertakes preventative maintenance work
for many of the UK’s leading manufacturers, property developers,
facilities managers and local authorities. Our main objective is to
provide our customers with total job management relieving the stress
of administrative and logistical burdens involved in drains maintenance
whether it is preventative or reactive.

Emergency drain clearance
At best a blocked drain is a nuisance but
at worst it could cause the shutdown of a
production line, business premises or pose
a very serious health hazard. Whatever the
drainage problem, wherever the location
and whatever the time, you can call our 24
hr service desk and ask to speak to a qualified engineer who will quickly and effectively
resolve your problem with minimum fuss.
Our staff will help diagnose the fault to
ensure the response team arrives equipped
for the task in hand. Using the latest drainage technology and equipment available,
our teams are capable of dealing with the
most problematic situations to the simple
blockages, from small bore pipes for housing associations to larger diameter drains on
industrial sites, retail parks and hospitals.
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24 hours a day
365 days a year
with fully-equipped teams
by talking directly to engineers
out-of-hours
using the latest jetting equipment
utilising two-man teams
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